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we asked... When was the last time you used a drawing program? A few years ago, people used to draw with paper and pencil. Then came the computer. Now, with Windows Draw, you can create drawings on your computer. Windows Draw is a simple yet powerful tool for creating and editing drawings. It offers a wide range of features, including shapes, lines, and text elements. With Windows Draw, you can easily create professional-looking drawings for a wide variety of applications, such as presentations, posters, and infographics.

VALUE: Although Windows Draw has fewer basic objects and lacks some of In-A-View’s more sophisticated features (like overlapping, at $199), it offers many of the features available in its $495 sister program. Unlike Windows Draw, which requires the $99 Microsoft Windows package to run, In-A-View includes a run-time Windows executable. Many users will find that Windows Draw provides tools to create polylines, drawings, and diagrams using the software. We found that Windows Draw was easy to use and offered good value for the price.

Displaywrite Can’t Match The Others In Its Class

By John Lombardi

Review Board

Not to be outdone in the competitive and lucrative high-power word processing market, IBM has developed its Displaywrite dedicated word processing system into various microcomputer systems. The latest in Displaywrite is the Desktop 108, which is designed for use in business and office settings. It has several features that make it a great choice for users looking for a powerful and reliable word processing system. The system is easy to use and can handle a wide range of tasks, from simple document creation to complex data processing. The Desktop 108 also offers a variety of storage options, making it a great choice for users who need to store and access large amounts of data. Overall, the Desktop 108 is a great choice for anyone looking for a powerful and reliable word processing system.
DOCUMENTATION: Two large manuals in loose-leaf binders (that standard IBM format) provide extensive documentation. The manuals cover a step-by-step explanation and operation of the standard DisplayWrite features and conventions. In addition, there is a great deal of technical detail about keyboards and other special considerations when using this program with various IBM hardware and software.

The documentation is characterized by a modular, piece-by-piece approach that makes it easy to follow the program step by step and jump to the specific part the user is interested in. There are also cross-references in the index that help to find the documentation topics quickly.

EASE OF USE: Most high-quality word processing programs become a joy to use after you've worked with them for a while. User tends to relish the program they know well, and they generate enthusiasm for it, making it easier to use. Moreover, easy to use and easy to learn are not the same, and programs that are easy to learn are often easier to use than they are to learn.

DisplayWrite's 5 rigid, high-structured outline mode helps users view the many features and capabilities of the program, but using the program efficiently requires an orderly approach to text management that is best suited to those kinds of work

The elaborate document management utilities (which include document history and source) help users merge large documents and cut and paste text as easily as you might accumulate on a simple hard disk. Indeed, with a word process like DisplayWrite, it is easy to be productive, yet not take time to learn the program's capabilities. Furthermore, since DisplayWrite's capabilities are usually learned from the manual, the program is less likely to remain hidden on a shelf.
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_Applications,

Version 1.2 (Apple Computer) - A must-have for the Macintosh, it's easy to use. With its tremendous range of features, it's not only useful, but also fun to play with. For the Macintosh. Not copy-protected. Category: Performance Software. (4/11/86) _

_{3.8}_

_Mouse Calc (International Solutions) - Only consider Mouse Calc if you're a diehard fan of the Commodore 64. It's not really worth the hype. For the Commodore 80-series computers. Not copy-protected. Category: Performance Software. (4/11/86) _

_{4.3}_

_Disk mastering (Talisman Technologies) - A cost-effective solution for creating your own custom disk images. It's not hard to use, but it's not the best tool for the job. For IBM PC and compatibles. Not copy-protected. Category: Performance Software. (4/11/86) _

_{4.5}_

_Office Writer, Version 4.0 (Office Solutions) - Office Writer is a powerful word processor with a lot of features. It's not the best program around, but it's still a good choice for the price. For IBM PC and compatibles. Not copy-protected. Category: Performance Software. (4/11/86) _

_{5.0}_

_MacroMaster (Softalk) - MacMaster is a powerful macro tool. It's not hard to use, but it's not as user-friendly as some of the other tools out there. For the Macintosh. Not copy-protected. Category: Performance Software. (4/11/86) _

_{3.8}_

_Randall's (Mercury Auction Management) - Randall's is a powerful auction software. It's not hard to use, but it's not the best tool for the job. For IBM PC and compatibles. Not copy-protected. Category: Performance Software. (4/11/86) _

_{4.5}_

_Plotter II (Artsware) - The Plotter II is a powerful plotter software. It's not hard to use, but it's not the best tool for the job. For IBM PC and compatibles. Not copy-protected. Category: Performance Software. (4/11/86) _

_{4.0}_

_MacDraw III Plus (Intuit) - MacDraw III Plus is a powerful drawing program. It's not hard to use, but it's not the best tool for the job. For the Macintosh. Not copy-protected. Category: Performance Software. (4/11/86) _

_{5.0}_

_Free Press (Mark of the Unicorn) - Final Word is a powerful text processing tool. It's not hard to use, but it's not the best tool for the job. For the Macintosh. Not copy-protected. Category: Performance Software. (4/11/86) _

_{5.5}_

_Laser 128 (Paintbyte) - Laser 128 is a powerful image processing program. It's not hard to use, but it's not the best tool for the job. For IBM PC and compatibles. Not copy-protected. Category: Performance Software. (4/11/86) _

_{5.0}_

_Voice Planner, Version 1.1 (Paintbyte Software International) - Voice Planner is a powerful voice processing program. It's not hard to use, but it's not the best tool for the job. For IBM PC and compatibles. Not copy-protected. Category: Performance Software. (4/11/86) _

_{5.0}_


_{5.5}_

_Xywriter II (Microsoft) - Xywriter II is a powerful word processing program. It's not hard to use, but it's not the best tool for the job. For IBM PC and compatibles. Not copy-protected. Category: Performance Software. (4/11/86) _

_{5.0}_

_MacroMaster (Softalk) - MacroMaster is a powerful macro tool. It's not hard to use, but it's not the best tool for the job. For IBM PC and compatibles. Not copy-protected. Category: Performance Software. (4/11/86) _

_{4.5}_

_Mouse Budget (International Solutions) - Mouse Budget for the Mac II series is a powerful personal accounting program. It's not hard to use, but it's not the best tool for the job. For IBM PC and compatibles. Not copy-protected. Category: Performance Software. (4/11/86) _
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Summary reviews of products lined up for this year's Data East show in this issue.
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